Who’d be at your perfect
dinner party?
Jonny Wilkinson (because he
is eye candy); Michael Jackson
(to sing and entertain); Jamie
Oliver (to do the cooking) and
Marilyn Monroe (to bring
some glamour to the table).
When did you last cry?
The other week when I
dented my new Mini.
What makes you belly
laugh?
Really silly practical jokes and
some of the toilet humour I
hear at work.
What makes you angriest?
Rudeness or bad manners.
You’re on holiday. Where’s
your phone?
Right by me in my beach bag.
Can you imagine retirement?
It would be nice to have a
little cottage here or abroad
and a small dog. I want to be
a glamorous granny and have
regular sessions at a beauty
salon and get my perm fixed.
How would you like to be
remembered?
For living life to the full.
INTERVIEW: JANE LOUGHRAN

‘skiing and
mountain
biking are my
extreme sports
to music and
started training
instructors.
WHAT DO YOU NEED?

Comfortable gym
clothing, trainers
and water. Laura
provides mats
and kettlebells,
usually starting
at 4kg for a
woman and 6kg
for a man. You

can stay with that
weight or
increase later on.
HOW MUCH? £30 for
a block of six
classes; £6 a class
pay-as-you-go;
£5 if you bring
your own
kettlebell.
THEY SAY It burns
fat, increases
strength,

improves
metabolism
and sheds inches
off your body
in only a few
weeks.
WE SAY After
your first class
it will hurt to
sit or walk
downstairs but it
eases by class
three.

fit for life

I should cocoa

Carol Westmorland discovers that chocolate
is good for your hair and skin

O

n February 14,
2013 I stopped
eating cake. It may
well be 2020
before I eat cake
again. I believe life works
in seven-year cycles.
Previously my hiatus was
14 years.
It’s not willpower. It’s my
power. I enjoy the discipline
- the ability to blinker my
way through life. Blinkers
on and I focus only straight
ahead. It does us all good to
periodically reign in and
take charge.
I now satisfy my candy
crush with alternative
sugary treats and I am a
better person for it.
Chocolate. It is wicked. It
is addictive. One of life’s
luxuries and quite rightly
so. It is also an extraordinary booster for health.
In fact only today I learnt
that dark chocolate is great
for your hair.
Santa and his helpers are
always looking for a nudge
in the right direction. For
the one you love what
follows will be akin to
jumping into a vat of the
stuff while still being able
to indulge the full mince pie
quota of the season.
In its purest form,
chocolate contains skin
soothing antioxidants and is
loaded with moisturising
cocoa butter.
Cocoa is the perfect
colour for a smoky eye.
Bobbi Brown Rich Chocolate
Eye Palette is devilish and
divine in rich velvety hot
chocolate hues. Essie Nail
Polish in Chocolate Cakes is
as close as it is possible to
dipping finger nails in gooey
heaven. Thierry Mugler’s
delicious Angel fragrance
contains chocolate and
caramel.
Fellow chocoholics will
melt in the arms of the
wearer of Benefit So

i now satisfy my
candy crush
with chocolatey
treats of the
beauty kind
Hooked on Carmella. Its
sweet vanilla, chocolate box
scent will prove too hard to
resist. With a whippedmousse texture and a
yummy caramel tone.
Clarins Delicious SelfTanning Cream uses cocoa
bean extracts to nourish
and protect the skin.
Faith in Nature Organic
Chocolate shampoo and
conditioner are a blend of
chocolate and sage, with
aromatherapy oils to
condition the hair and scalp,
while Spa by Von Essen has
launched a Luxury Electric
Hair Chocolate Ritual.
For the home fragrance
lover Hype Noses
Chococaine will permeate
the air with the welcoming
smell of rich chocolate.
For glowing skin Choco2
Oxygen Crema by Karin
Herzog contains Swiss
chocolate and has effective
anti-ageing benefits.
It is the season of giving
but you will not be able to
resist these chocolate
delights. Give in to
temptation and you will be
good enough to eat.
Wishing you all a
Chocolicious Christmas.
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